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Abstract. The questions of ensuring the survivability of structural
elements of buildings taking into account beyond-design effects, as well as
the need to assess their loading under conditions of possible local damage
are considered. This paper shows an energy algorithm for the study of
physically nonlinear formulation of damaged objects, taking into account
the features of finite element analysis of the bearing systems. The essence
of the proposed approach is given by the example of a material point
resting on a spring with nonlinear stiffness. The efficiency of this
technique is tested on the example of a four-span beam. The method of
determination on the basis of finite-element analysis of the maximum load
of construction systems under beyond-design influences with regard to the
physical nonlinearity of deformable objects is developed. The
recommendations on the use of the given computational scheme in
assessing the survivability of metal structural elements with possible local
damage are given.

1 Introduction
While solving problems of ensuring the survivability of buildings with beyond design
impacts taken into account it is obligatory to assess their loading in conditions of possible
local destruction [1]. At that beyond design impacts may embrace natural and
technogeneous impacts causing refuse and progressing structure failure.
The works [2-4] present strategies of such evaluations that do not imply detailed
dynamic analysis of investigated objects. At that both calculations in Hookean formulation
and with physically nonlinear material behavior taken into account were being studied.
The basis of these algorithm strategy is formed by the energetic approach by G.A.
Geniev that uses stationary condition of absolute potential energy of a deformable object
[2].
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2 Formulation of the problem
The present work shows an algorithm for study of deformable objects in physically
nonlinear formulation with peculiarities of finite-element analysis taken into account.
The essence of the suggested method may be explained on the example of the material
point of mass m, resting on the spring with nonlinear stiffness c (fig. 1). In the position
y = y0 > 0 the load is held by the buffer stop D. When the buffer stop is immediately
removed, the load starts moving down.

Fig. 1. Material Point on Spring.

The problem of determining the value y=ymax corresponding to extreme low load
position is set.

3 Theoretical part
In the course of motion the mass point is affected by gravity force G and response R of the
spring. At y = ymax load speed is equal to zero and the following condition should be met:
A g  A R
(1)
wher where AG,AR – work of forces G and R on the interval y = [y0; ymax] .

A G  Gy max  y 0  ; A R 

y max

R

y dy

(2)

y0

where Ry– force projection R on the axis Оy.
Assume that we can define the value y at static spring loading with the auxiliary vertical
force P, which has the projection on the axis y Py=P0a, where
P0>0- invariable; a ≥ 0 – changing parameter. Taking equations into account (2) and
accepting R=-Py , let us write:
y max
(3)
G y max  y 0   Py dy
y0





Having found solution to the formula (3) for ymax, we define maximum spring loading
in the result of immediate D basis removal. In the general case of construction systems
loading analysis at sudden removal of certain connection we are going to set auxiliary
loading in the form of the group of nodal forces applied to the finite-element model. Let us
write the vector of these forces in the following form:
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Q=G(1-a)+Tf(a)
(4)
where G – vector of gravity forces applied to nodes; T – force vector in eliminated
connections of the source object loaded with forces G; (a)- function for which the
following conditions are met:(0)=1; at 0<a<a1, (a)>0; at a≥a1 (a), where 0 < a1< 1.
Then at a=0 loading of the object with remote connections Q reproduces stress strain
behavior of the source system. It is necessary to find the value a=aamax, at which work AQ of
forces Q will be equal to work AG of forces G. Here the following correspondences are fair:
a

AQ 



QT d δQ; AG=GT δG

(5)

0

where δQ,δG- vectors of generalized node motions corresponding to forces Q and G.
Then in calculations we accepted a1=0,1; at 0≤a ≤ 0,1 we set (a)=1-10a.
LetnjkmbLet us check the effectiveness of the given strategy on the example of the four span
beam shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Continuous Steel Beam under Effect of Two Concentrated Forces P: 1, 2 – Plastic Hinges.

4 Practical importance
The beam is made of I-beam No.30 GOST 8239-89. The main I-beam surface with
maximum bending stiffness is placed vertically. The material of the beam is structural steel
with modulus of rigidity E=2,1*105 MPa. We studied beam loading with gravity forces
P=318 kN from attached loads. In this work [3] there are calculations of this beam in
dynamic formulation for the case of immediate elimination of the basis D.
On figure 2 strokes show the introduced separation of the beam on finite elements.
In intercell connection envisaged the possibility of formation of plastic hinges at
achieving the maximum momentum Mmax = Wmaxϭ , где Wmax – maximum moment
resistance at bending. For I-bean we accepted W =1.15 Wz, where Wz – section moment
resistance at bending relative to the axis z. At that M max = 135.7 kNm.
It was supposed that on parts of the pin between plastic hinges the material work on the
linear-elastic stage and for each plastic hinge there is a scheme of ideal elastic plastic
deformation.
At the P value under consideration the plastic hinge was formed in the section above the
basis C, then – in the central section of the part СD.
In the give work while evaluating the αmax value we held calculations for the beam at
static force condition Q Qtaking into account the possibility of plastic hinges formation in the
same sections and at the same value Mmax. During formation of the vector G only P forces
were taken into account.
Figure 3 shows graphs of correspondences AQ and AG from a.
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Fig. 3. Correspondences of Work of Forces G and Q from α for Steel Beam.

The value amax=0.40 is set. Figure 4 compares deformable beam schemes at a = amax,
where v – projection of transition to the axis y obtained with a help of suggested
approximate strategy and in dynamic analysis[4].
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Fig. 4. Vertical Motion in Steel Beam: 1 – Energetic Approach; 2 – Calculation in Dynamic
Formulation.

Figure 4 shows that the energetic approach under consideration allowed to receive
evaluation of maximum beam bending that was precise enough.

5 Conclusion
Thus on the basis of finite-element analysis we developed a strategy of defining maximum
loading of construction systems at beyond design impacts with physical nonlinear character
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of deformable objects taken into account. The given calculating scheme may be used for
evaluating survivability of metallic elements at possible local destruction [5].
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